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without quality or delivery guarantees. However, such guarantees are a premise

in the final stage of the Elastic Media Distribution (EMD) project, which targets the migration of a business-focused hardware-based A/V collaboration
tool towards a more elastic, reliable, and secure cloud-based model. The use
case under investigation is an educational scenario: teachers and students
located at distributed sites collaborate under different data encryption policies. An existing model of collaboration streaming is extended to accommodate
encryption-enabled streaming components, and new resource allocation heuristics are proposed to deploy these components under stringent service level
agreement (SLA) constraints. An extended version of our evaluation framework,
based on the CloudSim simulator, manages encryption-enabled components. A
resource usage dataset was obtained by prototyping selected streaming components and evaluating their performance on the Virtual Wall large-scale test bed.
This dataset is fed into the extended simulation framework. Simulation results
show longer than expected delays when loading streaming components, an issue
that jeopardises the user experience that can be alleviated by the algorithms
proposed in this article. Results show that the proposed algorithms enable
policy-based secured communications under bandwidth and virtual machine
(VM) cost increases of 48% and 23%, respectively, if compared with a nonencrypted previous solution, and with set-up times remaining under the required
2-second deadline.

1

I N T RO DU CT ION

Digital collaboration solutions, in the past only available in-company, are now more widely adopted. Platforms like
WhatsApp,1 Facebook Messenger,2 and Google Hangouts3 efficiently use the elastic cloud infrastructure, automatically
scaling to massive amounts of users. However, they are reached through best-effort Internet, without guarantees and
prone to delays and congestion. These issues are mitigated in enterprise-wide solutions such as Skype for Business,4
Cisco Unified Communications,5 and Barco collaborative learning solutions.6 However, these solutions control congestion problems by delimiting the architecture to private/on-premises infrastructure, where they often rely on nonelastic
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in-house installed appliances and quality of service (QoS) rules enforced by dedicated network infrastructure, usually
dependent on manual maintenance efforts.7,8
The EMD Project9 designed a solution that combines reliability and elasticity, in a secure way, in one distributed audio
and video (A/V) professional collaboration platform that focused on remote learning. Policy-based security is one of the
goals, and a risk-based partitioning of the infrastructure in distinct security zones enables the enforcement of specific
protection policies. The scenario is exemplified in Figure 1. Tutor A/V data are pictured by red orbs and are processed and
distributed among all platform users. Endpoints have different capabilities of sourcing and receiving A/V data, and one
source can provide data to multiple sinks. For instance, one endpoint expects 720p A/V input, another endpoint expects
480p A/V input, while the source encodes it in 1080p, potentially using different codecs (A/V compression standards) as
well . Software components able to transcode/split data must be efficiently provisioned between source and destination
endpoints, transforming the data in terms of A/V codec and resolution, matching the endpoints' capabilities.
Interaction streams sent back by students appear as green orbs and arrows, which together make up a single video
stream that can show students on a single screen (represented by the yellow arrows and orbs and distributed to a selected
group of users). Two security risk zones are defined: A safe zone has the grey dotted line set as boundary, and the rest is
considered unsafe (with a higher risk of intercepted or compromised data). Therefore, an encryption policy is enforced to
protect all data in transit out of the safe zone. The dotted arrows represent protected (encrypted) data flows. This article
focuses on the educational scenario, but other scenarios have similar workflows and collaboration needs. Some of these
are remote monitoring and crisis management (control rooms, tackled by the EMD research project), business meetings,
and remote surgeries. Therefore, w.r.t. protecting the confidentiality of A/V data by enforcing encryption where necessary,
the outcomes reported in this article can be extended to scenarios beyond the educational landscape.
Previous work analysed a similar educational scenario, proposing streaming model and resource allocation algorithms,
and presenting service level agreement (SLA)/budget-oriented results.10 In the proposed approach, teachers present
classes to local and dynamically distributed remote students, who join and leave the collaboration, and A/V streams
are exchanged among them through dynamically instantiated and configured platform components. The CloudSim
framework11 is used for evaluation. During the simulation, network, virtual machines (VMs) usage, and budget are monitored, aiming to reduce costs while keeping SLAs control. The allocation of encrypted streams, a potential need for
intrafederation or Internet communication security policies, was not supported. In this article, we propose an extended
approach allocating encrypted streams over a cloud infrastructure, with new models, algorithms, and a more realistic
dataset based on measurements of a prototyped instance of the framework running on our Virtual Wall test bed.12 Results
showcase the final outcome of 2 years of research in the EMD project.
In order to provide secured services, extra stream and component models are proposed (encryption-enabled streaming
processing software components). Then, resource allocation algorithms provision the required stream workflow by three
different policies: fully encrypted, partially encrypted (protecting only predefined unsafe zones), and nonencrypted. The
proposed algorithms are simulated, and results are compared with the previously detailed SHARED algorithm.10

FIGURE 1 Example of the distributed educational scenario studied in this article, including topology (enterprise networks connected to
the cloud), endpoints, cloud infrastructure, platform software components (orbs), and secure A/V transmissions between users (dashed
when encrypted). The composed stream (yellow orbs and arrows) is the interaction streams sent by students to the teacher
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Since no resource usage and imposed processing delay dataset was available for encrypted media processing components, we evaluated prototyped encrypted streaming components (using the GStreamer13 library). Then, multiple A/V
streams were placed over a set of servers hosted on the Virtual Wall12 test bed infrastructure. The measurements have
been stored in a complete per component resource usage dataset, eg, central processing unit (CPU) usage, memory usage,
and imposed processing delay. This dataset was required to seed the simulator, used for more large-scale evaluations of
component placement and configuration algorithms. Additionally, this new dataset has shown another issue: the algorithms proposed before10 tolerated stream interruptions when inserting new components in an existing stream workflow
(eg, a splitter in between an already streaming encoder-decoder pair). Despite being irrelevant when dealing with minimal delays, the new data have shown these interruptions as harmful for the user experience, a problem handled by the
algorithms proposed in this article.
This article is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe the related work in this area. Project requirements and
models are detailed in Section 3. Then, in Section 4, we present the proposed resource allocation algorithms. In Sections 5
and 6, we present the prototyping and simulation results, respectively, and then, in Section 7, we finalise by describing
our current conclusions and potential avenues for future research.

2

RELATED WORK

In the studied educational scenario, several teachers and students are dynamically and geographically placed in different
locations. Collaboration data are expected to flow in a one-to-many fashion and among endpoints with distinct processing
capacities, as stated in Section 1. Therefore, software components that are able to compose and adapt these collaboration
flows must be flexibly allocated along the cloud infrastructure. They must interconnect endpoints under acceptable time
frame and costs and under appropriate security policies.

2.1

Location-aware security policies

Distributed cloud computing and mobility solutions brought freedom and flexibility to the user. However, security concerns have also risen (eg, risks of transmitting over the Internet and processing/storing data externally). There are several
cases of online data exposure, including data hijacking or eavesdropping when using vulnerable Wi-Fi access points, Internet home connections, and external routing backbones.14-18 Therefore, risk levels can be associated with where the data
are stored and processed, and several studies take location into account when proposing security solutions. Encryption
and access-control services were proposed to tackle location-based security decisions.19-21 However, they do not tackle
the placement of security-enabled streaming components w.r.t. data location and associated risks.
In this article, risks are handled as recommended in the ISO 27005 standard,22 which defines it as the combination
of the likelihood and the impact of a security incident. In our scenario, we relate the likelihood to the data location, as
selected infrastructure spots may be more vulnerable and harder to protect. As the enforcement of an end-to-end encryption mechanism in the application layer creates an additional barrier for attackers,23 we propose location-based security
policies. These enforce streaming components to encrypt the data when necessary, minimising associated business risks
only when they are at unacceptable levels.
Many other valid efforts aim to protect user data by enforcing encryption on web services and streaming.24,25 Other
works aim to detect new vulnerabilities and improve protection mechanisms.26 This article does not focus on advancing
the state-of-the-art in secure data transmission but on the intelligent and autonomous placement of components that use
state-of-the-art encryption mechanisms in the cloud. We compose end-to-end encrypted data flows under the guidance
of security policies and enforced by the proposed component provisioning algorithms.

2.2

Cloud resource allocation

Cloud infrastructures provide flexibility, and various efforts have focused on cloud resource allocation. Scenarios ranging
from a single cloud data centre to multicloud deployments were studied.27 They exploited elasticity and scalability but did
not take into account the location of endpoints.28-31 In the scenario studied in this article, endpoints are placed outside
the cloud data centre (eg, mobile/home clients), using public/private networks. Therefore, one must consider how they
reach the cloud data centres, as this can have a large impact on the user experience.
Another important requirement is the placement of new A/V streaming flows in acceptable time: project requirements
imposed by the industrial partners in the EMD research project mandate a 2-second maximum user request response
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(requirement explained in Section 3). This response time highly depends on the network performance and on the reservation algorithm's efficiency (resources like VMs and software components must be provisioned in acceptable time).
Network function virtualisation (NFV)32 offers complex network services by allocating, configuring, and chaining multiple network functions.33,34 Nonetheless, NFV-based management systems focus on generic network functions being
allocated in a single federation, while our approach and proposed algorithms focus on A/V specialised components composing workflows across multiple federations (eg, a stream originated in a location, the teacher room, split and transcoded
in a second location, a cloud data centre, and delivered to an endpoint placed in a third location, a remote classroom).
Therefore, we needed a solution that focuses on placing specialised A/V processing components according to security
policies, is able to interconnect endpoints placed out of the cloud, and is capable of establishing A/V collaboration under
2 seconds.

2.3

Cloud-based A/V services allocation

Researchers specifically focused on placing multimedia conferencing services in the cloud. Named adaptive and dynamic
scaling (ADS) mechanism, a scalable and elastic solution was proposed according to the number of conference participants, targeting smaller scenarios, such as distance learning, to massively multiplayer online game (MMOG) platforms
managing millions of users.35 Aiming to provide an acceptable user experience (eg, lower waiting times) at reduced costs,
optimised media service selection and scheduling algorithms were proposed.36 Nevertheless, these efforts do not tackle
the specialised components, neither the composition of workflows across multiple federations or the 2-second deadline
imposed by the EMD project.
Approaches to deal with these professional A/V collaboration needs of the EMD project have been proposed. A similar scenario has been studied, proposing encoding, transcoding, and decoding stream components.37 The CloudSim11
simulation framework was extended to support new features, eg, bandwidth monitoring, elastic multimedia workflow
placement, and VM preemptive allocation, and used for evaluation purposes. A more elaborate preemptive VM management technique was also proposed,38 using historical data and demand-based preemption to manage and populate a
pool of running VMs. As a VM can take several minutes to be fully instantiated,39 the preemptive instantiation of VMs
is important to reduce the time to establish a new A/V streaming flow while fulfilling the 2-second deadline requisite.
More focused on the placement of more complex component workflows, other research works10,40,41 proposed new components, modelling more accurately the scenario. However, these efforts did not consider data protection. They also relied
on estimated/extrapolated resource usage data sets as basis for larger-scale evaluation simulations, which were not available for the security-enabled components. This need motivated us to prototype and evaluate these components and obtain
a dataset that is able to feed our simulation framework with more realistic usage information.
As mentioned in Section 1, another issue showed up when developing the work presented in this article: the existing
approaches10,40,41 tolerated stream reestablishments when composing one-to-many fashioned stream workflows. Figure 2
shows an example: on (1), the data from an encoder A is transcoded and delivered to a decoder B. While streaming
from A to B, another decoder joins and requires the same stream provided by A. So, the stream between A and B is
interrupted, as shown in (2), to insert a new splitting component, called tee (T). The final workflow is shown in (3), with
B and C receiving the stream replicated by T. In previous work, we assumed a low delay when reestablishing an already
flowing A/V stream and simulated components able to quickly restate them. However, the measurements obtained from
the prototyped components, especially the security-enabled ones, showed nontolerable values, and we had to change the
approach used when splitting one stream flow among multiple sink endpoints: The algorithms proposed in this article
have been designed to take this into account while remaining interruption-free.

2.4

Security-enabled A/V streaming components

The goal of including encryption in this study is to understand the impact of such functionality on the resource requirements for professional A/V collaboration solutions. Several options are available for streaming encryption. Considering
Real Time Protocol (RTP) streaming sessions, some approaches can be adopted as protection: RTP over Transport Layer
Security (TLS), RTP over Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS), Secure Real-time Transport Protocol over Datagram
Transport Layer Security (DTLS-SRTP), Internet Protocol security (IPSEC) tunnels, among others.42
WebRTC24,43 is another option, an architecture that enables secure A/V conferencing over the Internet. It contains
authentication and signalling services, using Session Description Protocol (SDP) to negotiate session parameters, DTLS
to negotiate encryption keys, and Secure Real-time Transport Protocol (SRTP) to protect the data between pairs of endpoints. Secure channels are established using Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), Secure Hash Algorithms 1 (SHA-1),
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FIGURE 2 Example of a splitting
component, named tee (T), being
inserted between components from an
existent streaming workflow. In (1), an
encoder A streams to a decoder B, with a
transcoder placed between them. Then,
a decoder C is placed to also receive A's
streamed data (simultaneously). To
make T's inline insertion feasible, the
link to B is interrupted, as shown in (2).
Then, T is linked to A and B,
reestablishing the stream flow (3)

and Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) certificates. WebRTC endpoints are implemented using the WebRTC Javascript API, a
technology already embedded in modern web browsers. However, as WebRTC is initially designed for one-to-one communication, more efficient one-to-many features must be built to reach multiple users and avoid complex/costly mesh
networks.44
This article is part of an effort to come up with the architecture of a new elastic A/V collaboration platform for multiple
endpoints, with intelligent allocation of security-enabled components. Therefore, we focus on DTLS-SRTP to build secure
A/V streaming components and provide a flexible model integrating these features. We measure the resource impact
of the prototyped security-enabled components, to then seed large-scale simulations with this more realistic dataset.
Then, we propose automated software component placement and configuration mechanisms that extend the previous
solutions. These mechanisms optimise budget constraints and avoid stream interruptions while keeping imposed security
requirements in check. The requirements and concepts used to define them are detailed in the next section.

3

SCENA RIO AND STREAM CONCEPTS

A/V streams, platform software components, and the requirements and concepts used to model the scenario are described
in this section.

3.1

EMD project requirements

The first EMD project requirement this article focuses on is the time taken to join a stream session: when a user wishes
to join an A/V collaboration session (eg, by clicking in a join button in the endpoint interface), the platform is expected
to handle more than 99% of the received requests in less than 2 seconds.
A second requirement is data protection. The establishment of secure remote A/V transmission of critical data and
collaboration over public/private networks is required, and policy-based solutions a project choice to solve this issue. This
article focuses on location-wise policies, providing different security levels according to where (in the network) the data
are passing through. The proposed resource allocation algorithms mirror these policies. Finally, the costs of cloud and
network resources are key to the economic viability of the proposed platform and must be kept in check. It is expected that
compliance with specific project requirements (eg, projects with stringent delay requirements) will mandate trade-offs
that can increase costs significantly.

3.2

Stream data concepts

Video codecs are compression/decompression algorithms that implement video standards. In this article, we represent
as C ← (c1 … cn ) the set of n available codecs (eg, h.264 AVC, h.265 HVEC, raw). Another concept, data format, is the
combination of a codec, a video resolution, and an encryption function. So, a data format d ← (𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾, 𝛿) represents the
𝛽 × 𝛾 screen resolution encoded with codec 𝛼 and encrypted by means of encryption algorithm 𝛿. The encryption function
represents the security algorithms applied after encoding the content for authentication and encryption, which include
AES, SHA-1, no encryption (when no protection is needed), among many others possibilities. Additionally, in this article,
raw is used to represent nonencoded data, and plain is used to represent the absence of encryption.
Codecs and data formats generically standardise the A/V information, so it can be transmitted and displayed. This
information is defined as content, which combined with a data format composes a stream data. Therefore, Kd is the
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stream data representation of a sourced content K using the data format d, stream is the transmission of a streaming data
between two endpoints placed in the cloud, a source and a sink, and stream workflow is the set of all active streams being
transmitted through the platform.
The stream workflow structure changes dynamically over time, when endpoints join and leave the streaming session,
and the platform components described next are dynamically instantiated, configured, interconnected, and terminated
to handle this morphic behaviour.

3.3

Collaborative streaming workflow components

The processing of stream data is done by platform software components. A component is defined as two sets of stream
data entries, one for input and another as output, and one internal stream data processing function, which defines the
transformation of the data (ie, codec, change of resolution, generation of new content, replication or consolidation of
flows, encryption of flows). For instance, a transcoding component CT can have as input IT ← {d(h.264,1920,1080,plain) },
as output OT ← {d(h.264,1440,720,DTLS−SRTP) }, and an internal functionality fT (x) = y that for this example describes how
this specific component converts a nonencrypted stream data into an encrypted and lower resolution version of it (from
d(h.264,1920,1080,plain) to d(h.264,1440,720,DTLS−SRTP) ). Therefore, a component Ck is described as Ck ← (Ik , Ok , fk ). The stream
components used in this article are depicted in Figure 3 and described below.
Five main components are defined: encoder, decoder, transcoder, tee and compositor. Two auxiliary components are also
depicted in Figure 3 and used when defining tee and compositor: splitter and mixer, respectively. Encoders convert raw
streaming data formats into compressed/encrypted formats, while decoders convert compressed streaming data formats
to raw. Transcoders implement the transformation between two data formats by changing codec (compression standard),
resolution or encryption.
A splitter receives a nonencrypted flow and distributes it in a one-to-many fashion. This feature is used when composing
a tee. Splitters can handle only one nonencrypted data format, and tees receive data in a stream data format and outputs
it to many sinks potentially using distinct data formats for each of them. Therefore, the one-to-many distribution using
different data formats performed by a tee is implemented by a set of transcoders chained with splitters (as shown in
Figure 3). A similar concept is used when defining compositors.
Compositors receive multiple inputs of different contents and data formats and organise them in a single output stream,
sometimes resizing or overlapping content. Each input is processed by a dedicated decoder, and all decoders' outputs are
inserted into a mixer. A single output stream is provided by the mixer, which constitutes the compositor's output. The
composition controlinterface determines how the single output stream is composed of the multiple inputs received (ie,
how the video-in-video layout is arranged).
According to the EMD project, endpoints (ie, human end users manipulating these endpoints) can flexibly compose
the A/V output displayed to the end user. Inputs can be omitted, overlapped, resized, or processed in many video-in-video
ways. Additionally, compositors are allocated out of the cloud infrastructure, not affecting the proposed metrics for

FIGURE 3 Components used to model A/V stream workflows. Tees, compositors, transcoders, encoders, and decoders are depicted with
examples of input and output sets. In these examples, d𝛼,𝛽,𝛾,𝛿 represents a content d encoded using the data format 𝛼, in a 𝛽 × 𝛾 resolution,
and under an encryption function 𝛿. Absence of encryption is described as plain and nonencoded content as raw
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cloud-related costs. Therefore, in this article, we focus on the resource usage impact of compositors up to the decoders
that process their inputs and leave out the highly configurable mixer design.

3.4

Stream workflow composition

Components are interconnected by the platform to compose chains (stream workflows). A connection between two components is possible when source output and sink input use the same data format. An example of a workflow of chained
components is depicted on Figure 4. Encoders, decoders, tees, compositors, and transcoders are dynamically deployed
(when each stream is requested) to transmit two contents (A and B) and display compositions of them in three distinct
screens. This dynamic component allocation (and flexible workflow composition) is regulated by the resource allocation
algorithms taking into account optimisation-driven design choices (depicted in Section 4).
A consequence of interconnections is the accumulated delay, which can be affected by components' complexity, adopted
data formats, chosen resolution and compression standards (codecs), and duration of DTLS handshakes. We describe it
in three subdivisions: (a) component instantiation delay, the time taken to make all requested components available for
usage (requested, instantiated, and configured in parallel), (b) processing delay, the time the transmission of A/V frame
takes from the source to the sink, and (c) stream placement delay, the sum of the two first ones, ie, the time between the
user request and first frame received on the sink. Figure 5 pictures the placement delay for an example of stream workflow
composed of four components: encoder, transcoder, tee, and decoder.
The stream placement delay (Dplacement ) is the sum of the processing delay (Dprocessing ) and the component instantiation
delay (Dinstantiation ). The processing delay is the sum of the processing delays of all components, plus the network delay
among them. The instantiation delay is the maximum time for all required components to become available, as they
are instantiated in parallel. This is the time the user waits after requesting a transmission: first, the components are
instantiated and, when done, the transmission throughout all chained components takes place, reaching the user after
all components process the data and the first A/V video frame is received.
This time is composed of the time the request takes to arrive to the platform, the VM instantiation time (reduced by
employing an efficient VM allocation algorithm), and component instantiation/set-up time. So, for a chain composed of
n interconnected components, from c1 to cn , with the network delay between two components a and b defined as nda,b ,
the component request time of component c defined as rtc , the component VM instantiation time defined as vtc , the
component setup time defined as stc , and the component processing delay defined as pdc , Dplacement is given by Equation (1).

Dplacement = Dprocessing + Dinstantiation = pdc1 +

n
∑
(pdci + ndci−1 ,ci ) + max (rtci + vtci + stci ).
i=2

i∈(1..n)

(1)

FIGURE 4 On this example, two
distinct A/V sources (two
camera/encoder pairs) are streamed,
being split by tees and transmitted in
different paths. Transcoders process the
data on the way, while decoders and
compositors prepare it to be displayed on
the output screens

FIGURE 5 Example of the delay
imposed when provisioning chained
streaming components, composed of the
delay to set them up and the processing
delay
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Before instantiating the components in the cloud infrastructure, the choice of where they will be placed and connected to the existing stream workflow must be taken. These are decisions taken by the component placement algorithms
described in the next session.

4

INTELLIGENT CO MPONENTS ALLOCATION

Stream components must be placed and chained in a budget-wise fashion while enforcing security policies and SLA
constraints, and streaming flows must not be interrupted and reestablished (issue described in Section 2). This section
describes the algorithms proposed to deal with these demands.

4.1

Location-aware security policies

The evaluated scenario is partitioned in a safe zone and an unsafe one, as explained in Section 1. Unsafe zones tend to be
less protected and prone to higher risk levels than safe zones. The ISO 27005 standard45 defines IT risk as the potential of
having a threat harming the organisation by exploiting vulnerabilities of assets. Risk is measured combining the likelihood
and the impact of an incident (eg, in terms of image or financial losses). For our scenario, assessed with focus on potential
data interception leaks, Figure 6 shows initial risk and the residual risk (ie, risk level that remains after applying the
security countermeasures) matrices, as explained next.
To compose the matrix model, likelihood and impact are split in five levels: from very unlikely (0) to frequent (4), and
from very low (0) to very high (4), respectively. The sum of both provides risk scores from 0 to 8: up to 2, represented by
the green cells, are considered low risk and negligible; higher than 5 (red cells) are ranked as high risks and not tolerable;
and between 3 and 5 (yellow cells) as medium risks, with mandatory risk reduction or strict monitoring to trigger rapid
remediation.
Our scenario has been risk assessed and mapped to such a risk matrix, based on the confidentiality of the data and the
zones over which this data transits. With regards to the impact, the potentially compromised asset (the transmitted A/V
information) can be tagged as confidential (eg, confidential data, new projects, data under nondisclosure agreements,
and data that must be possessed only by authorised people), internal (eg, internal training courses, noncritical reports,
and data that must stay inside the company boundaries), or public, for public reports, advertising projects, and other
information that can be made public. The leak impact is mapped from these three tags to very high, medium, and very
low, respectively. The likelihood of a security incident is based on the two already defined safe/unsafe zones: Safe zones
have better managed security processes and tools, preventing or reacting faster to threats, and an incident is considered
possible; however, unsafe zones have less security controls available, and attempts to compromise the system are expected
to occur more often (eg, endpoints placed on the Internet are more prone to viruses and external networks are more
susceptible to man-in-the-middle attacks). Aiming to reduce these risks, the planned countermeasure is the enforcement
of encryption. Figure 6 shows our risk mapping and residual risks after this is enforced:
• A and B: public information transiting in safe or unsafe zones; low impact in the case of a data leak, as the information
is already public. B is encrypted to avoid a medium risk, moving the likelihood of incidents to unlikely.

FIGURE 6 Matrices for the initial and residual risks w.r.t. collaborative information in transit through safe and unsafe zones. Six risks,
from A to F, are mapped to three risk levels: high, medium, and low
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• C and D: internal information must transit only internally, in the safe zone. There is no need for encrypting C. However,
D represents a high risk, and its encryption moves the likelihood of incidents to unlikely, reducing the risk from the
high to the medium level.
• E and F: confidential information must always be protected, irrelevant of being transmitted internally or externally.
Encryption is enforced for both E and F, and the reduced likelihood of leaking the data migrates the risk from the high
to the medium level.
Such a remediation plan, and the acceptance of the residual risk levels, must be approved in a business decision. Once
decided, they can be translated to security policies and enforced within the organisation. Our modelled policies are (a)
no encryption, (b) partial encryption, encrypting data only when using external links/Internet, and (c) total encryption, encrypting all data, even internally in the organisation, allowing access only to a selected group of authorised
persons. Finally, these policies must be mapped into streaming component allocation algorithms to allow performing the
policy-based establishment of encrypted or nonencrypted stream sessions.
Risks C, D, E, and F remain in the medium risk partition, requiring extra countermeasures such as monitoring and
incident handling/remediation. Although crucial for the security framework, these extra controls are not in the scope of
this article. Additionally, these information classification and risk policies are dependent on organisation peculiarities.

4.2

Auxiliary algorithms and definitions

The definitions listed in Table 1 are used to describe the proposed component allocation algorithms: Non interrupter and
not encrypted (NI), Non interrupter and partially encrypted (NI-PE), and Non interrupter and fully encrypted (NI-FE),
which implement the proposed security policies no encryption, partial encryption, and total encryption, respectively. Other
relevant definition used to list the algorithms is the auxiliary function link(x, y, s, dc), shown in Algorithm 1. Its main
functionality is to chain two components, x and y, in a one-to-one or one-to-many fashion, making y the next after x and
x the previous before y. As components can be chained only when matching data format (a restriction detailed in Section
3.4), in case of data format incompatibility a transcoder is included to adapt data formats and make the interconnection
feasible (lines 15 to 17).

4.3

NI algorithm

This algorithm, listed in Algorithm 2, implements the nonencryption policy, described in Section 4.1. Initially, it searches
for a compositor associated to the sink endpoint and attaches the new decoder to it. If it finds a compositor, a new comTABLE 1 Common functions for the proposed component allocation algorithms
Item
x⇔y
dst(x)
din (x)
dout (x)
vercrypto (x)
verplain (x)
dc(x)
bw(x)
dsrc (x)
ddst (x)
rsrc (x)
rdst (x)
findComp(x)
encoder(x, y)
decoder(x, y)
compositor(x)
tee(x, y)
transco(x, y, z)
find(x, y, z)
tieUp(x, y)
start(x)

Definition
Connects two components x and y.
Returns the destination endpoint of a stream request x.
Returns the input data format of a component x, or a set of data formats in case of more than one.
Returns the output data format of a component x, or a set of data formats in case of more than one.
Returns the encrypted version of a data format x.
Returns the nonencrypted version of a data format x.
Returns the data centre where a component x has been placed.
Returns the average bandwidth used when transmitting a stream data that uses a data format x.
Returns the data format that will be sent by the source of a stream request x.
Returns the data format that will be expected by the destination of a stream request x.
Returns the data centre closest to the source endpoint of a stream request x.
Returns the data centre closest to the destination endpoint of a stream request x.
Search for a compositor associated with the destination endpoint x, returning ∅ if non existent.
Creates an encoder instance at data centre y using data format x as output.
Creates a decoder instance at data centre y using data format x as input.
Creates a compositor at data centre x.
Creates a tee at data centre y using data format x for all inputs and outputs.
Creates a transcoder at data centre z using input data format x and output data format y.
Searches for a component placed on data centre z, of type x and processing the content of a stream y.
Flags a component x as being used by a stream y.
starts a stream request x.
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positor is allocated (Algorithm 2, lines 3 and 4). Then, it searches along the stream workflow for a tee as the best spot to
connect the new sink endpoint. Three distinct actions follow: (a) It does find a compatible tee near to the sink data centre,
on line 8, and connects the endpoint to it; (b) it does not find a tee near the sink data centre, but finds one near the source
data centre; then, it connects a new tee (placed in the sink data centre) to the found tee and connects the sink endpoint to
the new tee (lines 11 and 15); (c) if no tee is found, the content is not being streamed yet; in this case, all required components are provisioned and started (lines 19 to 29). The overall aim is to reduce VM and bandwidth cost by reusing existent
streams as near as possible to the sink endpoint and to reduce the streaming start delay by reusing already instantiated
components, instead of instantiating new ones.
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Additionally, existing collaboration streams need to be free from interruption. Figure 7 exemplifies a stream (the first
for this content, initialising a stream workflow) being placed according to the proposed algorithms and according to
SHARED,10 a previously proposed allocation approach subject to interruptions. SHARED places encoder, transcoder, and
decoder in line, allocating less components than the others, but staying susceptible to an interruption if a new endpoint
asks for the same content and a tee must be included within the running workflow. On the other hand, NI places tees
at the start, even when handling just one endpoint, facilitating the addition of new sink endpoints. The same strategy
is employed by NI-PE and NI-FE to ensure no streaming interruptions occur when potentially later on the number of
endpoints changes.

4.4

NI-PE algorithm

The NI-PE algorithm, which implements the partial encryption policy described in Section 4.1, is listed in Algorithm 3.
Also interruption free, the main difference to NI is the encryption enforced when endpoints are in unsafe zones or the
transmitted data flows over unsafe zones (eg, among data centres and over the Internet).

Encryption-enabled transcoders, encoders, and decoders are used when necessary. As tees do not handle encrypted
streams, auxiliary transcoders are attached to their input/outputs: They decrypt/encrypt the flows so tees can handle

FIGURE 7 Example of components
allocated in the provisioning of a first
stream placed using the algorithms
SHARED, NI, NI-PE, and NI-FE
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them. For instance, a tee-to-tee connection through an unsafe zone is modelled as tee-transcoder-transcoder-tee, but a
tee-to-decoder chain is modelled as tee-transcoder-decoder (as the decoder can handle encryption). The same is valid for
encoder-to-tee pipelines, as encoders can handle encrypted streams too. To ensure that encryption/decryption operations
occur only inside safe zones, these auxiliary transcoders are placed as close as possible to the tees, in the same data centre
(these characteristics are depicted in Figure 7). The reason is that it is not possible for a tee to distribute DTLS-SRTP
to multiple sinks (each sink must do a handshake), and to customise the encryption and video format of each output
individually adds a lot of extra complexity in the tee component, which would need to be handled by the component and
VM allocation algorithms (as each tee would essentially be a per-use case custom component).

4.5

NI-FE algorithm

The last of the proposed algorithms, NI-FE is listed in Algorithm 4. Remaining interruption-free as NI and NI-FE, it
implements the full encryption policy, meaning that all data streams must be encrypted. Therefore, as shown in Figure 7,
encoders and decoders are always encrypted. As tees do not handle encrypted streams, their inputs or outputs always
have a transcoder to encrypt/decrypt data and ensure the policy compliance.

5

CO MPONENTS PROTOTYPING

This article propose resource allocation algorithms for encryption-enabled streaming components. To simulate and evaluate these algorithms on a larger scale, a dataset with realistic resource usage is needed. In this section, the prototyping
and evaluation of components are explained.

5.1

Virtual Wall test bed

The Virtual Wall12 is an extensive experiment environment with hundreds of nodes interconnected via gigabit ethernet
switches. Multiple network topologies can be created among the nodes, customising, eg, delay, packet loss, and bandwidth.
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VMs and dedicated servers can be dynamically allocated, automatically installed, and remotely accessed immediately,
facilitating research experiments. In a larger scope, it is integrated within the North American GENI46 and the European
Fed4Fire+47 initiatives. This test bed was used to evaluate the prototyped components.

5.2

Video properties

For evaluation purposes, videos are generated and received in four distinct resolution scales: 256×144, 640×360, 1280×720,
and 1920×1080, which is a set that can be extended. Streams are encoded using the H.264 AVC codec, or kept unmodified
(raw), and transported by RTP. Additionally, DTLS-SRTP (AES with 128-bit keys and 80-bit HMAC-SHA-1 authentication)
encryption is used instead of RTP, where applicable.

5.3

Prototyped components

Encoders, decoders, transcoders, and tees were prototyped using the C programming language and the GStreamer13
library. The source code, and the evaluated components' runtime evaluation statistics are availabe online.48 * The encoder
reads raw A/V files and can be parameterized in terms of resolution and frames per second. It encodes the data using
H.264 AVC and sends it through RTP/DTLS-SRTP to the next component in the stream workflow. The decoder performs
the opposite operation: receive the encoded/encrypted data, unpacks the RTP/DTLS-SRTP, decrypts it if encrypted, and
provides displayable raw A/V data to a sink (eg, a screen and a compositor). Transcoders are configurable to receive and
provide any combination of any non-raw video format, using RTP and DTLS-SRTP, and have a data scaler at the component's core (eg, it can receive 1920×1080 and provide a 640×480 transformed output). Complementing the prototyped
components, tees only handle RTP streams and are unable to process raw or encrypted data. This is a design decision,
motivated by two issues: (a) tees are always placed in the middle of a streaming workflow and therefore always receiving non-raw encoded data; (b) Gstreamer's DTLS-SRTP negotiations are one-to-one fashioned, and as such, splitters are
unable to replicate encrypted flows to multiple sinks. However, one transcoder can be attached to each output to perform
this negotiation individually, and the placement of these transcoders within the tee component or outside them, as new
components, is a design choice. We decided to use external transcoders because this reduces the amount of tee variations
to be evaluated and preemptively kept available in a component pool by the VM allocation algorithms.
Shown in the components set (Figure 3), compositors were not prototyped, as they are part of the endpoint solution
and therefore not placed in Cloud nodes. Endpoints are the platform clients, a customised software application that runs
in the end user workstation or mobile client, and this article focuses exclusively on the resource usage in the cloud.
Decoders and encoders are also allocated outside of the cloud, but were prototyped as they are mandatory to complete
the end-to-end workflow and make the evaluation feasible.

5.4

Evaluation methodology

The prototyped components were orchestrated and evaluated using the Virtual Wall infrastructure, organised as shown
in Figure 8. VMs are interconnected by point-to-point IP connections, with a realistic delay set-up, and an additional VM
meant to send orchestration commands and collect statistics is connected to all other VM using a dedicated and low delay
management network. Each VM allocated to these experiments consisted of an Intel Xeon CPU with 2.4 GHz (6 cores),
16 GB of RAM, and at least 50 GB of storage, running Ubuntu 16.06. Depending on the component being evaluated, the
workflows were composed as shown in Figure 8, whose items from (1) to (3) show the order the components were placed
over the evaluation test bed resources:
1. Encoders and decoders were evaluated using two VMs, one for the encoder and one for the decoder. Encoder-decoder
pairs were instantiated for all available video formats listed on Section 5.2.
2. Splitter evaluation used three VMs, one for the encoder, one for the splitter, and one to host multiple dummy decoders.
Encoders and decoders were measured in (1) and acted as auxiliary components, as the splitter was the main focus of
this evaluation step.
3. Transcoders were evaluated using three VMs, each one hosting a single component: an encoder, a transcoder, and a
decoder. As a transcoder transforms the video data between two data formats, workflows for all combinations of data
formats listed in Section 5.2 were evaluated.

* Source code will be made publicly available upon acceptance of this work.
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FIGURE 8 On the left side, the Virtual Wall V Ms used to evaluate the components, connected by the red lines, on which the streaming
data is transmitted (from VM1 to VM6). Additionally, an extra VM7, connected to a low delay management network (depicted by the blue
lines), handles statistic collection and orchestration through automatic remote commands. On the right side of this illustration, the three
component combinations used for evaluation are shown: (1) one splitter, one encoder, and multiple decoders, composing a workflow used to
evaluate tees with multiple outputs; (2) encoder/decoder pairs for encoder/decoder evaluation; and (3) encoder/transcoder/decoder
compositions used to evaluate transcoders
TABLE 2 Bandwidth average usage per A/V setup for encrypted and nonencrypted streams
A/V Set-up
256 × 144 H264 AVC
256 × 144 H264 AVC
640 × 360 H264 AVC
640 × 360 H264 AVC
1280 × 720 H264 AVC
1280 × 720 H264 AVC
1920 × 1080 H264 AVC
1920 × 1080 H264 AVC

Encryption
None
DTLS-SRTP AES[128 bits] SHA-1[80 bits]
None
DTLS-SRTP AES[128 bits] SHA-1[80 bits]
None
DTLS-SRTP AES[128 bits] SHA-1[80 bits]
None
DTLS-SRTP AES[128 bits] SHA-1[80 bits]

Average
0.6713 Mbit/s
1.2798 Mbit/s
2.8268 Mbit/s
3.3621 Mbit/s
9.9559 Mbit/s
10.4003 Mbit/s
18.2087 Mbit/s
18.3463 Mbit/s

Standard Deviation
0.0
0.0208
0.0
0.0581
0.0
0.1122
0.0639
0.2275

Tees and compositors were not directly prototyped and evaluated: as shown in Figure 3, tees are composed of transcoders
and splitters, which were measured in (2) and (3) and whose combined resource usage makes up the resource usage
for tees. Compositors, internally composed of decoders and mixers, were not directly prototyped or measured. While
mixers are not considered when evaluating the proposed resource usage allocation heuristics (as explained in Section
3.3), decoders are an important part of it, and for them, an appropriate performance evaluation dataset was obtained.
These three evaluation workflows were orchestrated by Python49 scripts, varying the parameters to obtain averaged data
for all relevant combinations. Considering the data formats listed in Section 5.2, their combinations, and the methodology
here described, we obtained measured data for 84 component variations: 64 transcoders, 8 encoders, 8 decoders, and 4
tees. Each experiment consisted of a 10-second long streaming session, repeated 25 times for each evaluated component
variation, comprising a total of 2100 evaluation rounds. Results are presented next.

5.5

Component performance evaluation dataset

Components' resource usage statistics, such as memory, CPU, bandwidth, and processing delay, were collected from these
experiments. The first data entry is depicted in Table 2: the bandwidth measured for each A/V input (measured in the
encoder output). All the video formats that can be used between the components are listed here.
The measured CPU usage average is shown in Figure 9. As each VM has six cores, the absolute CPU power is 600%
(6x100%), and 100% represents the usage of one core. The CPU usage of components processing DTLS-SRTP is similar to
when they process nonencrypted flows, an effect of the Advanced Encryption Standard New Operations (AES-NI),50 an
AES-dedicated instruction set embedded in Intel processors, which Gstreamer's and Linux's libraries link to. Tees use less
CPU resources as they only replicate the data, without encoding/decoding the data; they show no encryption statistics
because they do not handle encrypted streams themselves but always in combination with transcoders. Memory usage is
shown in Figure 10 with higher resource consumption for decoding operations: We consider this to be related to the sink
management exercised by the GStreamer-based decoders, a task to be handled when designing the endpoints.
Processing and starting delay statistics are depicted in Figures 11 and 12, respectively. The processing delay, the time
spent between the reception of the first streaming data segments and sending the first data segments of the component's
output remain low enough to make component chaining feasible (as the processing delay of a chain is the sum of all
in-line components). The monitored start delay statistics (time to initialise and set-up a component) are much higher,
although also low enough to keep the total delay at acceptable levels (Equation 1 details how these two delays are used
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FIGURE 9 CPU usage for
encoders, decoders, tees, and
transcoders

FIGURE 10 Memory usage
for encoders, decoders, tees, and
transcoders

FIGURE 11 Processing delay
measured for encoders,
decoders, tees, and transcoders

to calculate the impact on our collaboration join time constraint of 2 seconds, detailed in Section 3.1: in the case of the
start delay, required components are orchestrated/initiated in parallel; thus, the delays are not summed).These results
were fed to the extended CloudSim simulator, which is used to evaluate the proposed component-to-resource allocation
algorithms, of which the results are presented in the next section.

6

SIMULATION OF CO LLABORATIVE SESSIONS

This section describes the evaluation of the proposed resource allocation heuristics. A scenario with multiple teachers
and students streaming course material and student feedback (ie, two-way collaboration) was modelled. The presented
statistics reflect the efficiency of the component placement algorithms in face of lengthy platform usage, on top of decisions made by VM preallocation heuristics and under the requirements and deadlines depicted in Section 3.1. Evaluation
results are compared with the results of a previously proposed heuristic that tackles a similar scenario, under similar
project requirements.

6.1

Simulation set-up

Our collaboration scenario generation tool was developed taking into account industrial partners' feedback.10,37,41 In
this work, it has been extended to accept encryption parameters and receive the monitored component usage statistics provided by the evaluation in Section 5. As a short imposed delay while establishing a streaming session is a strict
project requirement, and the VMs that run the allocated software streaming components can take several minutes to be
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FIGURE 12 Component
starting delay measured for
encoders, decoders, tees, and
transcoders
TABLE 3 Amazon EC2 templates used as baseline to simulate and calculate costs
Template
t2.nano
t2.micro
t2.small
t2.medium
t2.large
t2.xlarge
t2.2xlarge

vCPUs
1
1
1
2
2
4
8

vCPU baseline
5%
10%
20%
20%
30%
23%
17%

RAM (GB)
0.5
1
2
4
8
16
38

Storage
10GB
10GB
10GB
10GB
10GB
10GB
10GB

Cost/month
4.91
9.81
19.62
39.24
78.48
156.95
313.89

Guaranteed vCPUs
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.6
1.0
1.36

MIPS
50
100
200
400
600
900
1360

instantiated,39 these VMs must be allocated beforehand. Our evaluation framework implements a previously proposed
VM management approach38 to preemptively instantiate and manage VM pools. The results presented in this article therefore do not uniquely reflect the efficiency of the proposed component placement algorithms but represent their efficiency
on top of the VM preallocation decisions (ie, a two-phased approach). Therefore, instead of measuring only the cost of
the VMs chosen to run the components, our cost metrics also consider preallocated VMs, which are idle while waiting
for components to be deployed on them.
The utilised streaming formats are the same and are used to evaluate the components, listed in Section 5.2, and the
components types are the same as depicted on Figure 3. For each component type, several combinations exist of video
formats, A/V input/output count, and resolutions. The usage pattern consists of a single teacher lesson with one source
location and up to 100 distributed endpoints, ie, local endpoints (teacher's classroom), remote endpoints (located at remote
classrooms), mobile endpoints, and home endpoints. These endpoints are bidirectional, therefore are able to receive and
provide content simultaneously (eg, student feedback).
Amazon EC2 templates51 listed in Table 3 were used to host the components and for cost calculation. According to the
Amazon EC2 design, vCPU indicates one CPU core. The vCPU baseline is a minimal guaranteed performance based on
a CPU credit system,52 with possible but not guaranteed higher bursts. Therefore, this table also shows an estimation of
guaranteed cores (eg, t2.medium has 2 vCPUs and 20% as baseline, resulting in 0.4 guaranteed vCPUs available). This
guarantee is an important parameter to take into account to meet near real-time demands and avoid quality of experience
losses.
We consider that one vCPU core, from Amazon, Virtual Wall, or Cloudsim, provides a fixed total 1000 million instructions per second (MIPS), the processing unit used by the CloudSim simulator. This equalisation makes it feasible to
compare among the Virtual Wall cores used to evaluate the prototyped components, Amazon EC2 cores used to measure
costs and simulator cores used to evaluate the proposed algorithms. For instance, if a transcoder uses 50% of a CPU during
the evaluation experiments, it uses 50% of a single CPU core, which we consider equivalent to 500 MIPS. This component
fits a t2.large Amazon EC2 template, which costs $78.48 per month when used at full capacity. The costs are based on the
calculator provided by Amazon,53 which is also used to calculate the bandwidth cost.
Bandwidth prices are related to a monthly average usage of 1 Mbit/s: for instance, a 10 Mbit/s monthly average usage
with y cost results in a monthly cost of 10y. Four different traffic types from Amazon's business model were mapped to
our model:
1. Amazon's Interregion traffic, comprising the traffic among their data centres, costing $6.48. This is mapped as
inter-data centre traffic in our model.
2. Amazon's Intraregion, transiting only inside a data centre at a cost of $3.24. This is mapped as intradata centre.
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3. Incoming data transfer, comprised of all the data that reaches the Amazon data centre but originates from non-Amazon
hosts. This is mapped as incoming traffic from the Internet, under no cost.
4. Outgoing data traffic, that considers all traffic generate by an Amazon data centre and is sent to non-Amazon hosts.
Our model maps this as outgoing traffic to the Internet, which is priced as $27.81.
As the algorithms reuse resources frequently, all the monthly costs were extrapolated per second values when parameterizing the simulator. The simulator ran on an Ubuntu 14.04 VM hosted by a VMWare ESXi, with 8 virtual Intel
Xeon E5-2630 CPU cores (2.3GHz) and 24GB of RAM. Metrics used to evaluate the performance of the different
component-to-resource provisioning algorithms are detailed next

6.2

Evaluation metrics

Total interruption count: average of interruptions/reestablishments per stream for the whole simulation. As clarified in
Section 2, this is caused by the algorithms when adapting the stream workflow to accommodate a new content request.
This metric indicates a problem only when combined with a high delay in reestablishing interrupted streams, affecting
quality of experience.
Total VM cost ($): this metric summarises the costs of all VMs used during the simulation. For a simulated scenario
composed of D data centres, with Vd the full set of VMs running in a data centre d, Cd,v the cost of a VM v when running
in a data centre d, and with Sv and Ev giving the time of start and shutdown of a VM v, respectively, the result is given by
Equation (2).
D Vd
∑
∑
(Cd,v × (Ev − Sv )).
(2)
d=1 v=1

Total data centre bandwidth cost ($): sum of costs of bandwidth related to the data centres. L is the set of available data
centres, Intrax the intra data centre traffic cost of data centre x, Interx,y the inter data centre traffic cost between data
centres x and y, and Internetx the cost of outgoing traffic from x to the Internet. So, for each network segment n from a set
Nx (the set of topology network segments used by a stream workflow x), with traffic average of Tn Mbit/s, and considering
Sn and Dn source and sink data centres of n, respectively, the total data centre bandwidth cost is given by Equation (3).
⎧ T × Inter
N
Sn ,Dn , if (Sn = Dn ) ∧ (Sn ∈ L))
∑
⎪ n
T
×
Internet
.
Sn , if ((Sn ∈ L) ⊕ (Dn ∈ L))
⎨ n
n=1 ⎪ Tn × IntraS ,
if
((S
≠
D
)
∧
(S
∈
L)
∧
(D
∈
L))
n
n
n
n
n
⎩

(3)

Time to start a stream (s): the time spent to start a stream, from component deployment to first transmitted data. This
metric is calculated as described in Section 3, Equation (1).
Successful join rate (%): industry partners agreed a 2-second collaboration meeting join deadline as critical to maintain
a good user experience,10 and this metric represents the compliance with this agreement. Therefore, for a set S of streams,
and Es and Ss representing the respective shutdown and start time moments of a stream s, the adherence rate is provided
by Equation (4).
S {
1 ∑ 1, if (Es − Ss ) ≤ 2s
(4)
0, if (Es − Ss ) > 2s .
|S|
s=1

Source data centre bandwidth utilisation (Mbit/s): considering a simulation with only one teacher, his location can be
described as the main source data centre, and its uplink is a good spot to collect network bandwidth utilisation. The incoming and outgoing values for this bandwidth measurement spot allow the comparing of bandwidth usage characteristics
of the different proposed algorithms.
Algorithm runtime (ms): once a stream is requested, the resource placement algorithms must take decisions as fast as
possible to avoid negatively impacting the successful join rate. This metric indicates the algorithms performance with
regards to rapid decision making. Measurement points inserted in the algorithms calls, within the source code, make this
feasible.

6.3

Simulation results

Figure 13 depicts the simulated behaviour and the consumed bandwidth: (A) the rate of streams generated by the endpoints joining and leaving the collaboration session (a data sample for the simulation of 100 endpoints) and (B) the
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FIGURE 13 (A) The total
stream count generated by 100
endpoints joining and leaving
educational sessions happening
twice per week. (B) The
bandwidth consumed during
each of these sessions, per
algorithm (NI-PE and NI-FE are
encrypted, SHARED, and NI are
not)

FIGURE 14 (A) The
algorithms' runtime for each
component chain allocation; (B)
the averaged total of
interruptions per stream

network traffic measured in the upstream of the teacher's location network (using the source data centre bandwidth
utilisation metric), which is proportional to the amount of active streams. The stream pattern behaves according to the
simulator parameterization, which mandated two active teaching sessions per week during 4 weeks. For the bandwidth,
the encrypted data formats use more bandwidth, as expected. As the simulation triggers multiple streams using multiple A/V formats/resolutions, the bandwidth usage gap between encrypted and nonencrypted stream sessions, shown in
Figure 13, consolidates the bandwidth usage differences shown in Table 2.
As stated before, the user experience depend in part on the time to join a collaboration. Two important measurements in
this regards are processing time and number of stream interruption. The runtime is depicted in Figure 14A, with relevant
but tolerable values under 51ms. The interruption, depicted in Figure 14B, shows a high number of stream interruptions
for the SHARED algorithm, while the newly proposed ones, NI, NI-PE, and NI-FE, as expected, do not interrupt the
existing collaboration streams. The steep interruptions growth for SHARED shows up because all streams interrupted are
counted: for instance, if a tee is replicating a stream to 10 decoders and had its input interrupted, the 10 streams allocated
on those decoders will be taken into account. As the components experimentation presented in Section 5 showed high
delays to (re-)establish streams, interruption-free algorithms like NI, NI-PE, and NI-FE are clearly favoured.
The proposed heuristics that avoid stream interruptions preserve the user experience but require more resources.
Figure 15 shows the amount of components allocated by each proposed algorithm during the whole simulation. Figure 15A
shows the tee count and depicts the effort made to avoid stream interruptions, allocating several more tees for NI, NI-HE,
and NI-FE, in comparison with SHARED. Affected by the enforcement of encryption, the total of placed transcoders is
shown in Figure 15B: NI-FE uses more transcoders to guarantee that the data are always encrypted. Finally, Figure 15C
shows the amount of allocated encoders, decoders, and compositors, numbers that stay the same for all algorithms.
Figure 16 shows the costs for (A) VMs and (B) bandwidth. SHARED presents a lower total VM cost, but unacceptable
stream interruptions (as shown in Figure 2). The other algorithms solve the interruption problem at a higher cost than
SHARED, increasing the VM cost by up to 10.3%, mostly related to the preinstantiation of additional tee components to
avoid stream interruptions. Among NI, NI-PE, and NI-FE, the costs increase with the level of encryption enforcement:
while NI uses no encryption, maintaining a lower cost, NI-PE deploys encryption partially, increasing the costs because of
the use of additional transcoders. NI-FE uses more transcoders to fully encrypt the stream workflow, raising the costs by
up to 23.3% when compared with SHARED, but within reasonable limits. With regards to the bandwidth, algorithms provisioning secure components increase the costs by up to 48.38%, as encrypted data formats use more bandwidth (detailed
in Table 2).
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FIGURE 15 (A,B) The total of tees and transcoders allocated during the simulation of each of the proposed component allocation
heuristics; (C) the total of allocated decoders, encoders, and compositor (same quantities of these are allocated by all proposed algorithms)

FIGURE 16 Total cost of VMs
and bandwidth, both accounted
for the whole simulation

FIGURE 17 VM template's
capabilities not always match
component's requirements, and
resources can be wasted. This
graph shows the allocation
efficiency: (A) the averaged
percentage of CPU usage among
all VMs that run components;
(B) the same information for
memory usage

The VM templates (listed in Table 3) offer capacities that differ from the components' requirements (presented in Section
5.5), and placement decisions may result in waste of resources. The component allocation algorithms' efficiency w.r.t.
nonutilised CPU and memory are depicted in Figure 17A,B, respectively. The peaks seen in the graphs are expected
because distinct component placement algorithms and user demand levels are evaluated, and these influence the amount
of VMs from each template the VM allocation algorithms preemptively allocate. These efficiency values result from a
trade-off between the set of VM templates' size and VM costs: while having more varied templates could better fit the
components and waste less resources, it would increase the operational costs imposed by preemptively allocating more
VMs. A proposed future work is targeted at improving this by sharing VMs among multiple containerised components.
The efficiency of the VM allocation algorithms was also measured. They preemptively allocate VMs, and to guarantee
that the demand is met in time, more VMs than necessary can be instantiated. The percentage of VMs utilised to host components is shown in Figure 18A. A lower demand affects more the efficiency (varying from 56% to 85% for 10 concurrent
users), and when more demanded (for 100 concurrent users), it scales to values from 85% to 97%. The VM allocation algorithms are an important support towards the compliance with the 2-second deadline imposed to the component allocation
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FIGURE 18 (A) The
percentage of instantiated VMs
used to host components, in
contrast with VMs instantiated
but not used; (B) the time spent
to place a stream in the stream
workflow, from the stream
request generated by the
endpoint to the reception of the
streamed content

heuristics, and inefficient behaviour increases costs. Therefore, this efficiency level must be accepted as a trade-off
between cost and project requirements.
Finally, Figure 18B displays the adherence to the A/V collaboration join limit of 2 seconds, when an endpoint joins an
A/V collaboration session. The average time remains under 1.2 seconds and is slightly reduced upon increase in the number of active users. Reason for this is the reutilisation of tees: The components placed before the tee are already running
and do not need to be initialised. Comparing algorithms that provision secured (encryption-enabled) and nonsecured
components, the utilisation of encrypted decoders affects significantly the time to establish a session (the decoder loading
time is shown in Figure 12). While for SHARED, NI, and NI-PE, which use nonencrypted decoders, the average join time
stays between 0.2 and 0.37 seconds, NI-FE, that enforces encrypted decoders, raise it to 1.1 seconds, a value compatible
with the 2-second deadline described in Section 3.
These collaboration simulation results, combined with the components evaluation from Section 5, show that SHARED
is not a good option because of stream interruptions. This is handled by the nonencrypted NI algorithm. On the other
hand, the fully encrypted version NI-FE presents a solution with an acceptable protection-cost trade-off. Additionally, if
the risk of no encryption inside the data centres can be taken to acceptable levels by using other security countermeasures,
NI-PE can encrypt only the external traffic providing a lower cost entry point than NI-FE, a choice which must be made
based on personalised risk assessment.

7

CO NC LU SION AN D FU T U R E WORK

In this article, we have presented cloud provisioning algorithms and models tuned for encryption-enabled professional
collaborative media applications and presented evaluation results of the proposed component-to-cloud resource allocation
algorithms applied to a distributed educational collaboration scenario. The CloudSim simulation framework has been
extended to implement this collaborative media application model and implemented the collaborative media application
model. These needs originated from a business migration from a static hardware-based collaboration platform to an elastic
cloud-hosted model protected by policy-based security controls.9
No dataset was available to feed the simulator with encryption-enabled streaming components' resource usage statistics.
Therefore, components such as encoders, decoders, transcoders, and tees, all described in Section 3, were prototyped in
encryption-enabled versions and evaluations gathered usage statistics. These statistics showed acceptable resource usage
levels, but component initialisation delay values which were bigger than expected and harmful to the user experience.
For instance, when a new endpoint joins the platform and requests to join an existing collaboration stream, the current
flow must be interrupted to accommodate a new in-line positioned tee, causing the reestablishment of the stream after
the tee initialisation. This can cause unacceptable interruptions for active users, and new interruption-free algorithms
were proposed to handle this concern.
Simulation results show that a previous algorithm, named SHARED, can harm the user experience by unacceptably
interrupting live data streams. The proposed NI, NI-HE, and NI-FE solve the interruption issue and can also handle
encrypted component allocation decisions. While NI has encryption disabled, NI-HE partially encrypts, focusing on
infrastructure spots more subject to security threats, and NI-FE fully encrypts the VM traffic, all three under acceptable
costs. Therefore, a business decision must be made in order to assess the security risks and choose one of them as the best
cost-benefit solution.
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The research carried out raised possible future work avenues. Although having achieved linear and acceptable costs, we
believe that the difference among encrypted and nonencrypted options can be minimised to a level that makes it feasible
to enforce encryption on any situation. Dynamic tees able to distribute DTLS-SRTP streams with distinct video formats
among multiple sinks (and without auxiliary transcoders) can reduce costs of the encrypted approach, a feasibility to
be investigated. Architecturewise, a more decentralised microservices-based approach can run the components allocation algorithms and send component initialisation commands. This can reduce the component instantiation delay while
attaining higher scalability and resilience levels. Mathematical modelling of the problem allows to compare the proposed
algorithms with the optimal case in terms of costs and delay. The scenario proposed in this article, with component placement techniques acting on top of the VM pre-allocation heuristics, is complex. However, we believe that integer linear
programming (ILP) modelling of it in two separate parts, one focused on VM preallocation and the other on component
placement, will allow us to evaluate the optimality of our heuristic solutions. Finally, it is know that VMs instantiation
delays can last several seconds (between 44 and 810 s depending on the operational system and the size of the VM).39 Multiple software components hosted by a single server, using specialised software components or containers,54 can reduce
instantiation delay and the need for a larger and costly pool of initialised VMs.
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